shaping exponential
organisations

DisruptiveLeap.com

New technologies are emerging at
an ever-faster rate and creating
entirely new eco-systems,
disrupting most industries.

why go
exponential?

DisruptiveLeap.com

Most organisations are seeking to
rethink themselves. Their failure
rate thus far is astoundingly high.

who we are

DisruptiveLeap.com

We are a team of top CEOs, CSuite Executives, Intrapreneurs,
and Serial Entrepreneurs with
a solid track record in shaping
exponential organisations.

what we do

DisruptiveLeap.com

1

We create differentiated service lines
/ new ventures, and scale them
exponentially.

2

We set the strategy and the plan to
fast track you on the journey through
consulting.

3

We put skin in the game
by co-investing with clients.

why use us

1

We have helped 35 organisations
across Europe and Africa in the last
three years reshape their future.

2

We develop practical methodologies,
the dos and don’ts, sequential steps,
and risk mitigators based on solid
experience and research.

3
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We’ve got the scars and have learnt
through experience.

You could do it on your own. We
get you there faster.

ask
our clients

Some of our best fans

Testimonials

“Before engaging with Disruptive Leap, we had no

“Far beyond the usual fluff and complexity

idea how exponential our business could become

around innovation, disruption, futureproofing, etc.,

when looking at industry, space and geography

Disruptive Leap helped us connect dots in a new way,

through a radically new lens.

with a clear path to scale business and margins.

We are now set on a path which can multiply our

It all became logical and simplified; truly empowering

business whilst achieving large social impact.”

for our executive team.”

Stephane Carre, VP International, Lancet Cerba

Sal Govender, Chief Executive Southern Africa, Bureau
Veritas

Testimonials

“The insights that our team gained through the

“Our short engagement with the usual top strategy firms

exponential process has enabled us to open our

felt very expensive, theoretical and impractical.

thinking and we are well on our way to reinventing

Disruptive Leap's team on the contrary was more fit for

our business into a more sustainable model.”

purpose and understood our industry, geographies and
business rapidly through a new lens. They helped

Anoop Ninan, CEO, Mazars South Africa

us think about new routes to market, disrupting the
current status quo in the process. Their team showcased
a strong entrepreneurial track record combined with a
deep understanding of complex organisations; I can only
recommend them."
Vimal Shah, Chairman, Bidco
East Africa’s largest FMCG Group

Testimonials

“Disruptive Leap helped us look at a particular

"Through our refreshing engagement with Disruptive

business and operating model in a fresh way and

Leap we are in the process of crafting a fresh and

practical way. They bring an adept blend of disruptive

exciting journey map for our business. I was

thinking and concrete measurement to deliver

particularly impressed at their ability to quickly grasp

change.”

the fundamentals of our business, challenging us to

Mark Randall, Director Information Services – Johannesburg
Stock Exchange

think beyond the current norm towards an innovative
and inspiring future.”
Dr. Sujen Padayatchi, Managing Director – Aspen Logistics

case study : Global Oil & Gas company
R16bn Investment For Green Energy
The Traditional Paradigm
1.

Client struggles to implement
a sustainable green energy

2.

Strong case is made for green energy
showing a substantially higher ROIC for
green energy

3.

The project consistently fails to pass
internal approval hurdles and
management buy-in

4.

Client Strategy and Innovation team
decides to bring Disruptive Leap in the
process to craft a pragmatic way forward
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The New Journey
§

We develop a map of internal decision making,
highlighting the various stakeholders (strategy,
operations, CEO office, Finance, International,
Investor relations, CSR…)

§

We map a unique value proposition for each
stakeholder, listing a SWOT analysis, risk matrix and
develop benefits and risk mitigators for each
stakeholder category, with sequential order of buy
in acquisition

§

We list all practical hurdles and develop innovative
pragmatic solutions enabling speed of
implementation, scoping, identifying potential
partners (off balance sheet financing, JV with
minority shareholding not requiring on balance sheet
reporting, lessening tremendously the corporate
reporting burden, liability, reputational and other
risks in the process.

The Result
Result of Phase 1 of the project:
§ The team is empowered for practical
execution of a roadmap plan, acquiring
clarity of purpose, process and speed of
execution

case study: Global Security Industry Leader
From 3% to 50% EBIT in 3 years
The Traditional Paradigm
1.

2.

3.

4.

Loic Potjes built the South African
subsidiary of a global security player over 6
years from greenfield to 4,000 employees,
aggressive organic and M&A growth.
Reaching top 5 in a 9,000 strong
competitor local industry
South Africa economy stagnates, local
industry goes to race to the bottom, fast
decreasing margins
Market price becomes lower than
legislated cost price (rogue market),
Traditional model exhausted
Strategic choice:
- Exit the market
- Find a different way
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The New Journey
§

Defining the Big Hairy Problem: overreliance on
low skilled manpower for specific tasks

§

The solution: finding scalable tech to solve 99% of
the problem at substantially lower cost

§

The positioning: the Offer One Can’t Refuse proven
multiplied efficiency, at guaranteed 20% lower
price

§

The Business/Financial model: annuity revenue
jumping to 50% EBIT from year 4

§

The acceleration: reinventing routes to market,
IKEA model, DIY quote, Tapping and scaling new
brains from outside the industry

The Result
• Resources mismatch: 90% forced management
focus on old business (low efficiency low margin
commodity-based services) versus 10% strategic
focus on self scaling high margin smooth
operations new business
• New Business unit with 40 staff brings 90% of
the group EBIT from year 4
• EBIT in new business unit is 50% versus 3% in
the traditional business, overall group EBIT
tripled
• Phase 2: developing new service lines
on same business model, getting more efficient
(faster ideation, testing, go to market) from
project 5 onwards; the exponential flowing
organisation

case study: Largest East-African FMCG Coporation
From Manufacturing To Digital Platform Player
The Traditional Paradigm
1.

2.
3.

Client is East Africa’s leading FMCG
manufacturing player with a presence
across 8 countries in
the region
The client sees an opportunity
to expand on the continent

The New Journey
§

§

Client hires Disruptive Leap to define
alternative fast scalable business
models

§

DisruptiveLeap.com

We focus the innovative strategy definition to
reaching out to the end consumer through digital
platforms and see the opportunity to disrupt
traditional routes to market (retail etc.) with a 25%
retail distribution channel cost lost to the middleman
We map the whole alternative route to market
strategy, scaling levers, tech platform creation, pilot
projects, e-commerce platform, reviewed route to
market and alternative supply chain processes,
identification of new differentiated logistics
partners
We design the skills assessment of the current
executive team, mapping to the capabilities and
skills needed for the new strategy, with skills gap and
recommendations

The Result
Within one month:
§ The entire strategy is defined and ready for
implementation
§ Client is currently finalising an equity round to
support its aggressive expansion strategy in the
region
§ Key profiles are selected to man the project
team where Client’s current executive team
needs complementary capabilities
§ A refined model and project plan with
milestones, processes, tasks etc. enables total
clarity and speed of implementation to reach
the goal

If everyone is moving
forward together, then
success takes care of
itself.

Sample of
Team profiles

Sample of team profiles

Loic Potjes

Ali Monadjem

Colin Iles

Managing Director

Partner

Partner

Experience:
• 20 years’ Corporate CEO experience in Africa &
Europe
• Serial Entrepreneur
• Led exponential disruption, intrapreneurship,
exponential high margin scaling ventures

Experience:
• Serial Entrepreneur
• 15 years consulting and industry experience with Mc
Kinsey and Spencer Stuart
• Medical Doctor

Expertise:
• Reinventing / futureproofing businesses
• Fast navigating corporate complexity to deliver
exponential initiatives
• Strategy maverick
• Connecting the dots between a VUCA future and
immediately actionable ventures

Expertise:
• Enabling teams on exponential projects
• New ventures
• Managing corporate teams, entrepreneurs, ecosystem of partners to deliver new initiatives / projects

Education: London Business School, Louvain School
of Management, Singularity University, GIBS (Digital
Strategy)

Education:
UCT (MBA), UCT (MBChB Medicine)
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Experience:
• Global Ambassador - OpenExo | Founder - The
Innovation Catalysts | Speaker | Writer |
Executive Advisor
• Over 20 years of Corporate C-Suite industry
experience
• Founded and managed the Equinox Innovation
Centre - Johannesburg
Expertise:
• Exponential strategy
• Future proofing organisations
• Impacting orgnisations to deliver exponential
ventures

Education:
Singularity University, OpenExo, University of
Southampton (B.Sc.), Chartered Accountant

Sample of team profiles

Parusha Parthab

Kasilan Naidoo

Digital Strategy
Associate Partner

Digital & Technology
Associate Partner

Experience:
• 10 years experience integrated advertising and
digital marketing.
• Head of Strategy for Africa for WPP Scangroup.
• Focus on customer experiences strategy and
digital transformation.
Expertise:
• Driving tangible ROI value in Brand,
communication and digital strategy.
• Digital technology and solutions strategy
• Customer experience strategy
• Branding and marketing trends analysis and
thought leadership.
Education:
University of Pretoria (BA Hons Information Design
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Experience:
• Over 20 Years of Technology Implementation, Digital
Enablement & Business Consulting for global
organisations.

Abegail Hadebe
Key Account manager
Experience:
• Over 10 year of Key Account Management and
Business Development
• 7 years of experience for various major players in the
Technology Industry

• Deep experience in addressing all aspects of
digital/technology business enablers.
Expertise:
• New Digital Ventures, Solution/Product Innovation &
Disruption
• Digital Transformation & Business capability
optimization
• Digital Market Sector Convergence

Education:
Business Strategy, Digital, Technology and Business
Development

Expertise:
• Innovative & creative mindset, well applied in project
managing new initiatives and ventures
• Management of internal and external stakeholders
• Planning and implementation of strategic objectives
Education:
Bcom (Marketing Management, UNISA), Diploma (Project
Management)

The most important step is the first
one. The rest will flow.

LONDON

JOHANNESBURG

T: +44 (20) 3745 0339

T: +27 (10) 300 6100

7 Bell Yard

61 Katherine Street

London

Sandton

WC2A 2JR

2196

info@disruptiveleap.com

Get in touch!
Insights on us,
coffee on you!

